
I. Choose the correct answer from the bracket:         10x1=10

1. To grow in sensitivity you need to be ______ to the surroundings.

(Humble; Simple and Friendly; Open and Respective)

2. ______ and tide wait for no man.

(Time; Space; Value)

3. Friendship involves a high amount of _____.

(Love; Confidence; Respect)

4. The solid foundation of all the virtues_____.

(Love; Trust; Humility)

5. To realize the value of one million second ask _____.

(Mother ; Student ; Participant)

6. Humility is a __________ quality.

(Human; Social; Divine)

7. Sensitivity is a key to a happy and ____ life.

(Peaceful common; Healthy common; Happy common)

8. _______ is a treasure common to all.

(Time; Life; Money)

9. We need ____ to accept our mistake.

(Confidence; Humility; Heart)

10. Strongest weapon in this world is ______.

(Knife; Words; Patience)

2. Rehan is a student of  Std X . He knew that the use of cell phone

is strictly prohibited in the school. Still he violates the school rule

and brought it without making it known to his teachers. One day

during the class hour his cell phone rang and immediately he

switched it off and hid it in his pocket. The teacher made a futile

attempt to find out the mobile. Though many of the students were

aware of it, yet no one turned and stood up for truth. Finally, one

boy took courage, and boldly revealed the truth.

a) i) Is it right for Rehan to use the mobile in the school?

ii) Why?

b) i) What is your opinion about the boy who revealed the

    truth to the class teacher?

ii) If you were in the same class what would you have

     done?

c) How will you help Rehan to remain sincere and truthful?

3. Latha is one of the best students in class X. One day, Latha’s

mother approached the class teacher with her complaint against

Latha. She said “Teacher, I know Latha is very good at school but

she hardly helps me at home. She gets wild when I ask for any

domestic help. It is not enough for Latha to be good only in studies.

She should also be more responsible towards her duties at home”.

a) i) Do you approve the complaint of Latha’s mother?

ii) Why?

b) What is your advice to Latha? Give 2  Suggestions

c) What are the duties of children towards their Parents?

Write any two.
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II.  Fill in the Blanks:         10x1=10

1. Tagore was an __________ personality.

2. Secularism is a __________.

3. Doss was travelling from _____ to chennai.

4. If we live sixty years the time taken for sleeping is ______ years.

5. ______ are like mirrors.

6. Mother Teresa started the __________.

7. ________ is a quality of true friendship.

8. The leader’s main function is to _____ the team.

9. Appreciate _____ and yourself.

10. We live in an _____ society today.

III.  Match the Following :             1x5=5

1. Before you spend - Kakasaheb Kalelkar

2. Social Awareness - Have Education

3. Psychologist - Cancelled cheque

4. Human Right - Earn

5. Yesterday - Relationship

IV.  Answer the questions in TWO sentences each:          5x2=10

1. Name the four kinds of birth?

2. Mention any two aspects of social awareness?

3. Write any two qualities you think that a good leader should have?

4. Give two instances where you can spend time usefully?

5. List any two qualities  of a good friend?

V.  Answer any FOUR of the following in FIVE sentences each:

         4x5=20

1. What happens to a person when his dignity is destroyed? Explain.

2. Name any 5 Human Rights, Universally declared by United Nations.

3. What are the bad qualities that destroy friendship?

4. Can Indians live in unity? How can we achieve it?

5. What will you do if you see anybody destroying public property?

VI.  Answer  any FOUR of the following in SEVEN sentences

each:           4x7=28

1. What are the features of good friend?

2. Describe social awareness through the parable of the African boy.

3. Whom do you call a great leader? Why?

4. Explain about Economic Rights.

5. Write Gandhiji’s experience about Human Dignity.

VII.  Explain in your own words any ONE of the following:  1x5=5

1. “One in many and many in one”.

2. “What we are is God’s gift to us: What we become is our gift to

God”.

3. Healthy Friendship.

VIII.  Give solutions to any TWO of the following:                    2x6=12

1. Roopa is an intelligent student of  Std IX. She wastes a lot of time in

watching T.V. Sometimes she increases the T.V volume even when

her family members take rest. But when she failed in the school exam,

her mother asked her to give reason for the failure. As a reply Roopa

said none of the question came from the chapter she learnt. So she

failed.

a) i) What is your reaction towards Roopa’s behaviour?

ii) What is your suggestion to Roopa?

b) i) Do you agree with reason given by Roopa?

ii) Why?

c) How should we use media (T.V) as an educative means?

Explain in two sentences.
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